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smithsonian contributions - dspace - this series, smithsonian contributions to astrophysics, was inaugurated in
1956 to provide a proper communication for the results of research con-ducted at the astrophysical observatory of
the smithsonian institution. its purpose is the "increase and diffusion of knowledge" in the field of astro- by
smithsonian institution archives - sirismm - mongolia, and japan, during the years 1862-1865" which was
published in "smithsonian contributions to knowledge," vol. xv, article iv, 1867. names and subject terms this
collection is indexed in the online catalog of the smithsonian institution under the following terms: subjects:
smithsonian air and space museum - in science, and of the changes made from year to year in all branches of
knowledge." this keynote of basic research has been adhered to over the years in the issuance of thousands of
titles in serial publications under the smithsonian imprint, comÃ‚Â mencing with smithsonian contributions to
knowledge in 1848 and continuing with jhp henry namesakes notes - smithsonian institution archives smithsonian contributions to knowledge, vol. 15 (washington, 1867), p. x; hayes, the open polar sea: a narrative of
a voyage of discovery towards the north pole (new york, 1867), p. 10. a later explorer determined that the henry
and bache islands were "undoubtedly connected, ... jhp_henry_namesakes_notes.pdf ... construction vol 10
january 1917 classic reprint - akokomusic - new smithsonian contributions to knowledge vol. 10 (classic ...
construction, vol. 10: january, 1917 (classic reprint ... excerpt from construction, vol. 10: january, 1917 the areas
set aside for the first probable extension usually sug gest merely a lawn treatment, but in order to overcome the
marked ... a comparative study of functional morphology of the male ... - mencing with smithsonian
contributions to knowledge in 1848 and continuing with the following active series: ... smithsonian contributions
to zoology, number 624, 76 pages, 27 figures, 2007. Ã¢Â€Â” this study of the functional morphology of the male
reproductive system in astacidean crustaceans has speciation and dispersal in a chronology of middle ... - series
publications of the smithsonian institution emphasis upon publication as a means of Ã¢Â€Âœdiffusing
knowledgeÃ¢Â€Â• was expressed by the first secretary of the smithsonian. in hi a basic inventory of
archeological sites in south carolina - 1847 remains on the wateree river, kershaw district, south carolina. in
"ancient monuments of the mississippi valley: comprising the results of extensive original surveys and
explorations," pp. 105-108. edited by e. g. squier and e. h. davis. smithsonian contributions to knowledge, vol. 1.
smithsonian institution, washington. bolick, julian s. the cahokia mounds - project muse - the cahokia mounds
warren king moorehead, john kelly published by the university of alabama press moorehead, king & kelly, john.
... smithsonian contributions to knowledge, vol. i, chap. viii, p. 174, fig. 60. washington, 1848. lewis, henry and
douglas, george b. 1857. das illustrirte mississippi thai, dargestellt in 80 nach der natur the hill-lewis
archeological survey - {smithsonian contributions to knowledge, vol. i Ã¢Â€Â” washington, 1848) ; increase a.
lapham, "the antiquities of wisconsin," published as arÃ‚Â ticle 4 in volume 7 of the smithsonian contributions to
knowledge (washington, 1855) ; and cyrus thomas, " report on the mound exÃ‚Â plorations of the bureau of
american ethnology," published as an period, color, and luminosity for cepheid variables - in science, and of
the changes made from year to year in all branches of knowledge." this keynote of basic research has been
adhered to over the years in the issuance of thousands of titles in serial publications under the smithsonian
imprint, com-mencing with smithsonian contributions to knowledge in 1848 and continuing southern indian
studies, vol. 22 - rla.unc - the smithsonian contributions to knowledge: "ancient monuÃ‚Â ments of the
mississippi valley". the authors concluded from the evidence they examined that the earthworks could not have
been constructed by the indians or their ancestors (squier and davis l'industrie hamen9onniere - project irene knowledge of metal. every item in the enormous collections sent toe ethnographic museums of washington,
cambridge, and paris by the representatives of the peabody museum and by our ministry of public information is
informative, * "l'industrie hamen9onniere chez les anciens habitants de l'archipel californien," revue
d'ethnographie, vol. 4 ...
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